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Executive Summary

Creating a world-class digital infrastructure in North Lanarkshire is essential if the Council’s
ambition to support local communities, deliver more Council services online, and grow the area’s
economy are to be fully realised. This report summarises the progress that Scottish Government
programmes and Council initiatives are making towards achieving this goal.

Since 2015, the Scottish Government‘s Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband (DSSB) programme
has been putting in place the foundations of a comprehensive superfast broadband infrastructure
throughout North Lanarkshire, which the new Reaching 100% programme will build upon over the
next three years. The Council’s Digital NL initiative will complement these efforts by investing in
measures to improve access to digital technologies and online services for all North Lanarkshire
households, communities and businesses.

Recommendations

1) Note the end of Programme report “Delivering on Our Commitment in North Lanarkshire”
summarising the achievements and outputs of the Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband
Programme in North Lanarkshire.

2) Continue to engage with the Scottish Government’s new Reaching 100% (R100)
Programme in order to build upon the success of the earlier DSSB Programme and
maximise access to superfast broadband connectivity across North Lanarkshire, working
towards the Government’s publically stated aim of 100% coverage (by premises) by the
end of 2021.

3) Note progress made regarding the DigitalNL Economy and Place Ambition.

Supporting Documents

The Plan for North
Lanarkshire

The activity summarised in this report supports all Council
priorities, and in particular:

i) Improving economic opportunities and outcomes
ii) Improving the council’s resource base

Appendix 1 Delivering on Our Commitment in North Lanarkshire (Draft)

Appendix 2

Appendix 3

Appendix 4

Contract 1 Finance Overview – North Lanarkshire

Guide for Local Authority Elected Members – NLC

Delivering on Our Commitment in Scotland



1. Background

1.1 Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband (DSSB) Programme

Since 2012 North Lanarkshire Council has been working with the Scottish Government's
Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband (DSSB) programme to ensure that local
communities and businesses gain access to superfast broadband (at least 24 Mbps). This
is part of a £283m national infrastructure project, managed and led by the Scottish
Government and supported by funding from a number of public and private sector partners,
as follows:

 BT - £116m
 Contributing local authorities - £50.7m (including £700k from NLC)
 UK Government - £50m
 Scottish Government - £21.5m
 COSLA - £17.1m
 Gainshare £15.6m*
 ERDF - £12m

[*Due to the early success of the DSSB programme, which saw stronger than expected take-up of
broadband services from residents and businesses, an additional £15.6m has been re-invested
back into the programme through “Gainshare” to extend the build.]

The purpose of the DSSB programme was to address market failure by extending superfast
broadband coverage to areas that commercial providers (BT, Virgin and others) were
unable to address for economic reasons.

Following extensive consultation with DSSB, and internally within North Lanarkshire
Council, the council through the Policy & Resources Committee (December 2012)
approved a voluntary contribution of £700,000 to the Digital Scotland programme to assist
in expanding superfast broadband coverage to over 500 “priority geographies” North
Lanarkshire postcode areas that were not being addressed by commercial roll-out. These
areas were identified following a desk-based data collation exercise which included
analysis of projected broadband coverage data (supplied by Scottish Government) cross-
referenced to the council’s Local Development Plan and Draft Policy Framework for
Investment in Broadband Infrastructure in North Lanarkshire, with a particular focus on
infrastructure investment which would support job creation and business growth. This
contribution was funded via a deduction at source to the Council’s General Capital Grant,
and the subsequent spend was profiled over two financial years (£350k in 2014/15 and
£350k in 2015/16).

In 2013, BT Openreach was commissioned by the Scottish Government to deliver a key
objective of the Digital Scotland programme - to extend high speed broadband to around
95% of Scotland by the end of March 2018. This was in addition to the large scale
commercial roll-out programmes undertaken and planned by BT, Virgin and other telecoms
companies. North Lanarkshire Council has engaged with Scottish Government since the
start of the project to ensure that as many premises as possible (homes and businesses)
are connected to broadband speeds of at least 24 Mbps. This has been delivered through
a major engineering project designed to install or upgrade the necessary infrastructure,
both underground (ducts and cabling) and above ground (roadside cabinets and
exchanges).

1.2 Reaching 100% (R100) Programme

Although the vast majority of North Lanarkshire premises are now able to access superfast
broadband, a relatively small number of premises and communities have still to be
addressed. These include some in more isolated areas which at this time are still too distant
from the nearest exchange to benefit, or which are in locations which present other unique
engineering challenges. However, using a blend of technologies and solutions the Scottish



Government and its partners are working to ensure that these more ‘difficult to reach’
premises will be addressed via the Reaching 100% programme, in-line with the
Government's publicly stated goal of achieving 100% superfast coverage nationally by the
end of 2021.

1.3 Digital Economy and Place Ambition

The Policy and Strategy Committee of 21 March 2019 approved the Digital Transformation
Programme, and the two complementary projects which aim to deliver digitised council
services and an increase in economic growth.

The Digital Economy and Place group established in 2018 to consider opportunities for
digital investment to support inclusive economic growth and the emerging priorities of the
Economic Regeneration Delivery Plan identified the Digital Economy and Place aspect of
the Digital NL programme could support North Lanarkshire in being an attractive place to
Live, Learn, Work, Invest and Visit by focussing on three strategic objectives:

 Smart People, Health & Education – eliminating areas of low connectivity,
increasing access to education, and training. Tackling inequalities and exclusion.

 Smart Economy and Digital Jobs – creating an environment that fosters innovation
and makes new digital markets and delivery models possible. Pulling down
structural barriers to growth.

 Smart Living/working – providing the underlying infrastructure to support people
living and working in a Smart and Digital way.

2. Report

2.1 Conclusion of DSSB Programme – project reports

In early 2019, the Scottish Government forwarded summary reports to North Lanarkshire
Council setting out the background to the DSSB Programme, the project management and
governance processes applied, and the key achievements of the Programme within our
area. This summary encompassed three key documents listed below, and attached as
appendices for further consideration:

i. “Delivering on Our Commitment in North Lanarkshire” (draft) – summarising key
project outputs and achievements specifically within North Lanarkshire

ii. “Contract 1 Finance Overview – North Lanarkshire Council” – providing a financial
overview of the Programme and how project finances were managed prior to and
during the deployment

iii. “Guide for Local Authority Elected Members – North Lanarkshire Council” – a
condensed version of document i) above providing a brief snapshot of the DSSB
project in North Lanarkshire, including project background and key outputs.

In addition, Scottish Government circulated the following document to all local authorities
which details the achievements of the project throughout the whole of the “Rest of
Scotland” project area (i.e. excluding Highlands & Islands) :-

iv. “Delivering on Our Commitment in Scotland”

It should be noted that the Scottish Government requested feedback from the Council on
the “Delivering on our Commitment in North Lanarkshire” report prior to finalising this
document, hence the ‘draft’ status of the document as currently supplied. The Council
has since submitted its feedback and awaits the final version of this document from the
Scottish Government.



2.2 Progress of the DSSB Programme in North Lanarkshire – key outputs

i. Total fibre broadband coverage in North Lanarkshire has increased from 84.2% of
premises at the start of the programme (2012) to 98.5% by the end of March 2018;

ii. In terms of the total number of homes and businesses passed in North Lanarkshire
by fibre broadband services, 98.1% were capable of receiving speeds greater than
24Mbps by the end of Q4 2017/18;

iii. 27,518 premises in North Lanarkshire have been connected to infrastructure (as at
Q4 17/18) specifically as a result of the DSSB programme, and 182 new roadside
cabinets have been erected;

iv. 98.1% of the roll-out in North Lanarkshire has been delivered through "Fibre to the
Cabinet" (or variations on FTTC technology), with “Fibre to the Premise” only
accounting for 1.9% of deployment;

v. Take up locally is 53.64% (December 2018), which is slightly higher than the
adoption rate nationally and in most other local authorities. This is the percentage
of premises that have ordered a fibre service from a DSSB-assisted structure.

2.3 Outputs directly attributable to NLC voluntary funding contribution

i. 1,764 premises gained access to fibre broadband as a result of the NLC
investment. The latter has been applied to those premises and postcodes in the
harder to reach areas and to the “priority areas” identified by the Council at the
start of the project and agreed by Committee.

ii. 74% of premises assisted by NLC’s voluntary funding contribution were in areas
classified as “Sub-urban” geo-type, with a further 26% classified as “Rural”.

iii. 27 new structures were commissioned – 20 in Sub-urban areas, 7 in rural areas.

iv. The pre-contract modelling identified an average anticipated cost for North
Lanarkshire funded premises to be £795 per premises passed. The programme
has used innovation to manage costs and directly benefit North Lanarkshire
funded build. The efficiencies achieved have reduced the cost per premise to £425
and this has enabled the programme to deliver more than originally anticipated.

v. Fibre to the Premise (FTTP) and Fibre To The Cabinet (FTTC) comprised the
backbone of the deployment supported by NLC’s contribution, with each
accounting for 37% of the build (74% FTTC & FTTP combined, 20 structures
enabled). The remaining 26% of the build (7 structures enabled) was achieved
through variations of FTTC technology.

Appendix 2 lists the locations/communities which received fibre infrastructure subsidised
by North Lanarkshire Council’s financial contribution to the project.

2.4 Extending coverage to all – the Reaching 100% programme

Going forward, the Scottish Government’s Reaching 100% Programme (R100) seeks to
extend the availability of broadband infrastructure in order to meet their publically stated
commitment to deliver superfast broadband access to 100% of premises (homes and
businesses) across Scotland by 2021.To achieve this, the Scottish Government intends to
procure further coverage of broadband infrastructure (capable of delivering download
speeds of at least 30 Mbps) in areas where such broadband is currently unavailable. The
R100 programme will therefore result in further broadband benefits throughout Scotland,
including North Lanarkshire. The latest information from the Scottish Government suggests



that approximately 2,270 premises within North Lanarkshire should benefit from the R100
Programme in due course, helping to increase superfast broadband coverage from the
current 98.1% to 100%.

The Council is also party to discussions with other national government initiatives, such as
Local Full Fibre Networks (LFFN) Programme and associated LFFN Challenge Fund, to
explore how these might contribute to digital infrastructure development within North
Lanarkshire. However, the recent LFFN bid led by Glasgow City Region was unsuccessful
for reasons which the UK Government Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) has yet to clarify, and there have been no further developments with regard to the
LFFN Programme at this time.

2.5 Digital NL Economy and Place Ambition

In order to deliver against the Digital NL Economy and Place Ambition strategic objectives
outlined in paragraph 1.3 above, the council will take forward four projects identified
through a series of Council and ALEO workshops. These projects are:

Project 1 “Delivery of a world-class digital infrastructure” - providing the underlying
affordable connectivity required to drive economic growth, and tackle areas of digital
exclusion driven by rural isolation and/or high deprivation. Addressing specific challenges
such as equal access to digital educational resource both at school and at home, and
affordable connectivity for business irrespective of scale.

Project 2– “Digital Business” – consists of three component parts:

2.1 “Digital Business Innovation/Capability” – Supporting NL Businesses to build digital
capability and exploit new models enabled by access to smart technology, systems,
Transportation and Logistics e.g. exploitation of AWS, Google, Azure etc. Objective is to
drive access to global markets and growth opportunities whilst remaining local.

2.2 “Smart Working Environments” - Access to working environments with TelePresence
Exchange International (meeting rooms, boardrooms or classrooms) and surroundings,
connected to a worldwide network of international conference centres.

2.3 “Digitisation of Key Sectors” – Including Construction, Health and Social Care,
Manufacturing, Transport and Logistics, Life Sciences and Creative Industries - focused
support to encourage key sectors to adopt digital working practices to improve productivity.

Project 3 – “Digital Skills and Inclusion” - “Smart Learning Environments to build digital
skill and digital inclusion” – Equal access for community and business to learning
environments and digital resources, to build the digital skills they require - those in
education, those seeking employment, the workforce (NLC and beyond) and the wider
community. Working with industry/business to develop training and education that will meet
their needs and skills gaps. Creating a link between locally provided and accessed digital
training/education and employers.

Project 4 - “Commercialisation of Data” – making data available through the
development of the data exchange to encourage entrepreneurialism and innovation.

2.6 Focussing on the Ambition for Digital Infrastructure and Connectivity

The ambition for digital infrastructure and connectivity is the delivery of a world-class digital
infrastructure in North Lanarkshire building on the DSSB and R100 infrastructure works to
provide the underlying affordable connectivity required to drive economic growth, and
tackle areas of digital exclusion driven by rural isolation and/or high deprivation. This
includes addressing specific challenges such as equal access to digital educational
resource both at school and at home, and affordable connectivity for business irrespective
of scale.



This requires a foundation of digital infrastructure to enable the creation of a place that
delivers against that ambition and provides:

 Affordable connectivity in those area that are “commercially unattractive” to the market
 An environment that engenders the emergence of digital business to support

established sectors e.g. construction, manufacturing but also new sectors such as film
and media

 Smart and affordable places to work encouraging SME’s and micro businesses to
cluster, collaborate and innovate

 Smart places to learn supporting digital skills development and connecting people with
business and opportunity

 Schools and homes that have equal access to digital educational resource

The shape of the current connectivity is giving rise to a range of issues that will impact the
ambition including:

 Performance issues for those houses that are too far from the Cabinet to benefit due
to the restriction of copper.

 Areas of no connectivity due to rural isolation, or areas where a “retro fit” is challenging
to old buildings.

 Areas of market failure that are unattractive to the providers (there is no economic
case).

 Pockets of digital exclusion due to affordability for both consumers and businesses.
 Restrictive practices leading to affordability challenges for some business parks.

In order to mitigate and resolve these challenges, the Digital NL Programme includes
procurement activity in respect of infrastructure and networks which have the potential to
facilitate the growth of North Lanarkshire’s digital economy. The approach will focus on
outcomes and not solutions as one size will not fit all and the approach may require a
mixture of solutions e.g. fibre, 4G, 5G or using the Council’s Wider Area Network (WAN)
as a backbone. Further information regarding this procurement will be reported to
Committee as it develops, but it is anticipated specifying required outcomes will result in
an “infrastructure deal” being established to deliver solutions (interim or long term) which
meet current and future digital infrastructure requirements.

3. Equality and Diversity

3.1 Fairer Scotland

The overall aim is to drive economic growth through digital investment which should in turn
create more employment opportunities and deliver against the objectives within Fairer
Scotland and ensure that all residents, communities and businesses can benefit from a
world-class digital infrastructure.

3.2 Equality Impact Assessment

No equality impact assessment has been carried out to date.

4. Implications

4.1 Financial Impact

The DSSB Programme is now complete and no further financial contributions to
programme delivery from North Lanarkshire Council are expected. The council contributed
£700,000 to the delivery of this programme.



Going forward there is no expectation that North Lanarkshire will have to commit any
funding towards the implementation of the R100 Programme, even though our area still
stands to benefit from improved connectivity as a result of R100 project activity.

The Digital NL Infrastructure and Connectivity procurement strand is subject to final
approval by the Digital NL Board. The 3 other project areas will be subject to further
detailed reports and/or business cases as required to assess resource requirements.

4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact

There are no HR impacts at this stage, but the activities outlined are reflected
within the wider Digital NL programme.

4.3 Environmental Impact

There are no long-term environmental impacts anticipated by this work.
Consideration will be taken of any potential Public Health Impacts that may result.

4.4 Risk Impact

Any risks will be considered as part of the wider Digital NL programme.

5. Measures of success

5.1 The DSSB programme has already resulted in a number of key successes including
the outcome that total fibre broadband coverage in North Lanarkshire has
increased from 84.2% of premises at the start of the programme (2012) to 98.5%
by the end of March 2018.

5.2 The measures of success of the Digital NL Economy and Place group will be
agreed and will be measured against the 3 strategic objectives:

 Smart People, Health and Education
 Smart Economy and Digital Jobs
 Smart Living/working

Robert Steenson
Executive Director (Enterprise & Communities)
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1.0 Purpose of this guide 

This core guide provides information to support our local 

authority partners in their communications with elected 

members about the Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband 

(DSSB) programme. It is based on feedback from local 

authority partners when we asked what information they 

would find most useful and on topics raised in our frequently 

asked questions. 

This is a core guide for local authority partners to support 

you in your communications with your own partners and 

stakeholders. We hope you find it useful but we are always 

keen to improve, so if you have any comments or 

suggestions, please contact Fiona Muir, Senior 

Stakeholder Manager, mobile: 07980 940106, telephone: 

0141 242 5464, email: fiona.muir@gov.scot. 

2.0 Who is this guide for? 

This guide will be useful for elected members and senior 

council officials who need to know what benefits the DSSB 

Programme will deliver across Scotland, and in their local 

authority area. It provides core information about DSSB and 

details of who to contact for more information within DSSB, 

and also within their own local authority. 

3.0 Our commitment across Scotland 

We are all “digitally connected” in ways that would have 

seemed unimaginable even a decade ago. So, it’s vital to 

creating a fairer Scotland and a more prosperous economy 

that everyone across Scotland is able to access broadband 

and mobile services.  

Through our DSSB programme, we have worked together as 

partners (The Scottish Government, UK Government, 

Highlands and Islands Enterprise, BT, local authorities and 

the European Regional Development Fund) investing over 

£442m, and have delivered access to a fibre broadband 

network to 95% of all premises across the country by the end 

of 2017. 

Without our investment, only 66% of premises would have 

been reached by commercial providers, with as little as 21% 

coverage across the Highlands and no coverage at all in 

Orkney, Shetland and the Western Isles. 

All Local Authorities in the Rest of Scotland intervention area 

achieved over 90% fibre broadband coverage – in many 

cases achieving way above the indicative coverage set at the 

start of the contract. 

3.1 DSSB: Programme structure  

The DSSB Programme is being delivered through two 

projects – the first covering the Highlands and Islands and 

the second covering the Rest of Scotland. 

We have two teams – the Rest of Scotland programme team 

is based in Glasgow, and Highlands and Islands Enterprise 

(HIE) is leading delivery for their area. The delivery teams 

include people from the Scottish Government, HIE, specialist 

consultants and BT. You can read about both projects here. 

3.2 Intervention area and challenges 

Broadband markets are highly competitive and there are very 

strict State Aid regulations around how and when the public 

sector can intervene. The European Commission requires 

that public money can only be used in areas of market 

failure. I.e. we can demonstrate there is no current, or 

planned (within the next three years) deployment 

of superfast broadband.  

The complexities of delivering this huge project should not be 

underestimated and issues include managing local topology 

and geography, planning requirements and the availability of 

suitable technologies to provide a service.  

Exchange Only lines present particular engineering 

challenges and Scotland has more EO lines than anywhere 

else in the UK.  

Long lines occur when a cabinet is enabled for fibre but the 

premises are too far from the cabinet to benefit from an uplift 

of speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:fiona.muir@gov.scot
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/the-dssb-programme/about-the-programme/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/the-dssb-programme/how-are-we-building-the-network/exchange-only-lines/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/the-dssb-programme/how-are-we-building-the-network/long-lines/
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3.3 The cost and public sector investment 

The Rest of Scotland project is valued at £283m including 

£15.6m of Gainshare funding (see 5.0) with:    

 £167m from public sources: Scottish Government, UK 

Government (Department for Culture Media & Sport), and 

all 27 local authorities that form part of the Rest of 

Scotland Project area. The European funding  was used 

to specifically benefit Small to Medium size Enterprises.  

 

 £116m from BT. 

 Scotland’s 32 local authorities have jointly contributed 

£40m to the programme as a whole. In addition, 14 of the 

Rest of Scotland authorities have chosen to further 

supplement their funding in the Rest of Scotland 

project, totalling £50.65m. 

 The local authorities that have chosen to make additional 

contributions are: Aberdeenshire, Angus, 

Clackmannanshire, Dumfries and Galloway, East 

Ayrshire, Fife, Midlothian, North Ayrshire, North 

Lanarkshire, Perth & Kinross, Scottish Borders, South 

Ayrshire, Stirling and West Lothian. 

The Highlands and Islands (HIE) project is valued at £159m 

including £2.2m of Gainshare funding (see 5.0). 

 £115.6m Scottish Government/UK Government/local 

authorities’ contribution (share of the £40m). 

 £11.4m Highlands and Islands Enterprise. 

 £2.2m Gainshare. 

 £29.9m contribution by BT.  

3.4 Progress to date 

The DSSB programme has delivered at pace and has made 

a huge impact on many communities. Audit Scotland last 

reviewed the programme in September 2018.  

 

 

 

 

It concluded that we’ve met our targets and that higher than 

expected take-up and lower than expected costs are 

predicted to allow us to reach a further 60,300 premises than 

planned. It also concluded that 90% of premises connected 

through the programme are estimated to be able to receive 

speeds of greater than 24 Mbps. 

3.5 Alternative solutions  

Any home or business whose address does not get 

connected through the DSSB programme will be eligible for 

inclusion in the Reaching 100% programme (R100).  

In the interim, however, they may be eligible for a subsidised 

basic broadband installation. This includes the Better 

Broadband Scheme which provides a better broadband 

connection for those on the lowest speeds ahead of any 

future public investment in superfast broadband. You can 

find further information here. 

3.6 Understanding speeds – what do you need?  

Although superfast broadband speeds bring great benefits to 

homes and businesses, the exact advantages differ 

depending on what activities you need to do online. 

If, for example, you only do basic emailing and web surfing, 

you might not really need especially fast broadband speeds. 

However, superfast speeds can make a big difference if, say, 

you have many people online together, you want to enjoy 

crystal clear Skype, upload videos to the internet or run a 

business as efficiently as possible. 

More and more businesses today are requesting access to 

faster speeds up to ultrafast 100Mbps. Currently only 6% of 

businesses are using ultrafast 100Mbps speeds (source: 

Office for National Statistics (ONS), 2016) but this is likely to 

increase as ultrafast speeds become more available over the 

next few years.  

You can find out more about speeds in our Understanding 

Fibre Speeds factsheet which explains the different factors 

that influence the speed you experience.  

 
 

 

 

http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/report/superfast-broadband-for-scotland-further-progress-update
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/how-can-i-get-it/alternative-solutions/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/media/1266/dssb_info_understanding_fibre_speeds.pdf
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/media/1266/dssb_info_understanding_fibre_speeds.pdf
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We work together with your local authority’s DSSB 

representative, meeting regularly to discuss your local 

needs and providing updates about what the Programme 

is delivering in your local area.  
 
We have continually delivered what we agreed at the 

start of the Programme for our local authority partners – 

and we continue to make real progress towards our fibre 

coverage targets in every local authority in the Rest of 

Scotland area.  
 

4.0 Funding    

All local authorities in Scotland have contributed 

approximately £40m in total. In addition, 14 of the Rest of 

Scotland local authorities contributed approximately £51m in 

additional funding in order to meet their local needs. North 

Lanarkshire Council contributed £0.7m for their own local 

priorities. 

4.1 Sharing information 

A range of information about the DSSB deployment in your 

local authority area is available to you – some of it 

confidential, where commercial confidentiality applies – 

but most of it for sharing with your own partners, 

stakeholders and citizens. For the avoidance of doubt, all 

information in this document can be made publicly available. 

The information is always caveated because engineering 

plans and delivery timescales depend on many factors and 

can be subject to change. All information is based on the 

best view that Scottish Government have at the point of 

issue using current plans. Typically the timescales refer to 

the average time taken to deliver infrastructure based on 

historical analysis but can be subject to change due to a 

wide variety of factors. 

 

Your local contact person for this information is your 

DSSB Single Point of Contact (SPoC), and you can find 

their details at section 6.1. 

4.2 Progress in North Lanarkshire   

The following sections give you information about coverage, 

speed and take up progress in your area. It also shows you 

where to find information about DSSB deployment for 

specific homes and businesses in your area. 

4.3 Coverage 

Thanks to the programme 27,518 premises in North 

Lanarkshire have been connected to enabling fibre 

infrastructure at conclusion of Contract 1. 

NB The DSSB Programme commenced extended build from 

April 2018 (Q1 2018/19) with unspent innovation funds and 

Gainshare reinvestment (see 5.0). 

4.4 Speeds 

The total fibre coverage of premises capable of receiving 

speeds of greater than 24Mbps for a Local Authority area will 

be made up of two elements: 

 Predicted commercial coverage as understood on the 

basis of the Open Market Review 2012 and the 

assumption that this will deliver speeds greater than 

24Mbps; 

 Eligible premises connected to fibre infrastructure by 

DSSB within the Intervention Area capable of receiving 

speeds greater than 24Mbps 

Based on these two elements, the total fibre coverage of 

premises capable of receiving speeds greater than 24Mbps by 

the end of Contract 1 for North Lanarkshire was 98.1%. 
 

4.5 Deployment progress in North Lanarkshire  

For deployment updates please contact your SPoC who 

receives regular updates on the programme. Our senior 

stakeholder team and our elected members enquiry 

resources are also available to help with any specific 

enquiries. 

4.6 Raising awareness and encouraging take up 

in your area – Community Project Officers  

We know that many people will not realise they may already 

have access to fibre broadband, unless someone informs 

them, and advises them that an upgrade to superfast fibre 

isn’t automatic.    
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Our marketing team deliver a range of activities to encourage 

take up of superfast fibre broadband in areas which have 

gone live, including mailing postcards, email, press and 

social media campaigns. The Community Project Officers 

(CPO) in the team visit communities which are superfast 

fibre enabled, and speak with local opinion formers and 

community leaders to spread the news by word of mouth.  

 

They also hold local events to help inform people and 

businesses about access to fibre broadband within the local 

community and the benefits it can bring. To find out more 

about the work CPOs do see here. 

 

In North Lanarkshire the take up figure is 42.35% at the end 

of Contract 1.  Percentage of premises, who have ordered a 

fibre enabled service from a DSSB structure. 

 

Your CPO for North Lanarkshire Council 

Brenda Conway is responsible for the Demand Stimulation 

activities across North Lanarkshire. You can contact Brenda 

by email: brenda.conway@openreach.co.uk, mobile: 07918 

035758. 

 

4.7 Get informed with the interactive map  

The most up to date source of information for the roll-out  

of fibre broadband under the programme is on our interactive 

map on the Digital Scotland website: 

www.scotlandsuperfast.com/check-my-area 

 

 
 

 

 

Please note that using a landline number rather than a 

postcode is the most accurate way to search, because even 

if a postcode area is shown as getting coverage this does not 

mean that every premise in that postcode will receive access 

to fibre through the DSSB programme.   

5.0 Reaching further with extended 

build/Gainshare funding 

Following the early success of the DSSB Programme, which 

saw stronger than expected take up figures, additional funds 

are being reinvested back into the DSSB programme. This is 

part of the DSSB contract clawback mechanism whereby 

funds are reinvested into the contract (also known as 

Gainshare). 

The additional funding will have a particular focus on 

maximising the number of premises that have access to 

speeds of greater than 24Mbps with funding targeted on 

areas with the lowest speed coverage.  

This means that premises in remote rural areas who do not 

currently benefit from any uplift in speed, as well as ‘new 

build’ premises constructed between 2012 and 2014, will 

now be able to access superfast broadband. You can read 

more about Gainshare here. 

Thanks to the success of the programme, with Gainshare 

extended build, we are now planning to go even further, with 

all these associated benefits for homes and businesses. 

5.1 Next steps – Reaching 100%  

The Scottish Government has made a commitment to ensure 

every home and business in Scotland will have access to 

superfast broadband – of speeds greater than 30Mbps – by 

the end of 2021.  

That is why, on 14 December 2017, they committed £600m 

to the initial phase of their Reaching 100% (R100) 

programme. This is the biggest public investment ever made 

in a UK broadband project: and underpins the first universal 

superfast programme in the UK. 

The R100 programme, will help deliver a future-proofed 

national fibre network that will make rural Scotland one of the 

best connected places anywhere in Europe and underpin 

future economic growth.  

 

https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/the-dssb-programme/about-the-programme/community-project-officers/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/the-dssb-programme/about-the-programme/community-officers/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/the-dssb-programme/about-the-programme/community-officers/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/the-dssb-programme/about-the-programme/community-officers/
mailto:brenda.conway@openreach.co.uk
http://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/check-my-area
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/latest-stories-and-events/stories/superfast-broadband-extended/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/what-is-superfast-broadband/superfast-broadband-at-work/
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Crucially, by focussing their initial £600m investment where it 

is needed most – in rural Scotland – while creating the right 

environment to encourage commercial providers to invest in 

Scotland’s urban areas, they are ensuring that they will meet 

their commitment to deliver 100% superfast broadband 

access across Scotland by the end of 2021. 

Universal Service Obligation (USO) 

Last year the UK Government committed to introduce a USO 

for broadband via the Digital Economy Act with the intention 

of providing a legal right to citizens to order a broadband 

connection at a minimum speed, initially expected to be 

10Mbps, upon reasonable request. In support of this, in 

March 2018, legalisation was laid passing responsibility for 

implementation, to Ofcom. Follow this link for further 

information. 

6.0 For more information 

Your first point of contact about DSSB is your SPoC, and 

you’ll find their details here, along with some other helpful 

contacts and sources of information. 

6.1 Key contacts 

Chris Wond, North Lanarkshire Council SPoC,  

email: wondc@northlan.gov.uk,  

telephone: 01236 632860. 

Fiona Muir, Senior Stakeholder Manager  

email: fiona.muir@gov.scot, 

mobile: 0798 0940106  telephone: 0141 242 5464. 

Brenda Conway CPO for North Lanarkshire, email: 

brenda.conway@openreach.co.uk, mobile: 07918 035758. 

Useful information on the DSSB website: 

scotlandsuperfast.com. 

Fast-track your enquiries through our  

elected members enquiry form  

Map postcode checker:  

scotlandsuperfast.com/where-when/. 

Link to useful factsheets on topics including: exchange only 

lines, speed, how the fibre network is being rolled out.  

 

 

6.2 Latest newsletter 

You can register for our ‘In the Loop’ newsletter to keep  

up to date with the latest DSSB news. 

7.0 Key messages  

 The DSSB Programme has delivered access to fibre 

coverage to 95% of homes and businesses in Scotland 

on time and within budget. Further deployment continues 

into 2019. 

 Without this investment, only 66% of premises would 

have been reached by commercial coverage. 

 The DSSB Programme partners are investing over 

£442m to deliver access to superfast fibre for the people  

of Scotland. 

 Check the interactive map to find out about availability in 

your area. 

 Upgrade to superfast broadband is not automatic – 

subscribers must elect to buy the service 

 Audit Scotland reviewed the programme in 2018 and 

concluded that we have met our targets of 95% fibre 

coverage by the end of December 2017 and that 90% of 

premises connected through the programme are 

estimated to be able to receive speeds of greater than 24 

Mb/s. 

 

 The indicative coverage and speed targets numbers have 

both been met and modestly exceeded. This was a 

consequence of using local subsidy to extend coverage 

further where funds had been released from servicing 

some specific priority areas following commercial fibre 

deployment. The DSSB programme commenced in July 

2013, with infrastructure deployment, in earnest in 

January 2014. The commitments made and delivered to 

reach our agreed planned numbers means North 

Lanarkshire has made a digital step change towards the 

R100 (reaching 100%) ambition well in advance of the 

rest of the country. 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/broadband-universal-service-obligation-consultation-on-design
mailto:wondc@northlan.gov.uk
mailto:fiona.muir@gov.scot
mailto:brenda.conway@openreach.co.uk
http://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/elected-members
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/check-my-area/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/media-centre/publications/
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/in-the-loop/
http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/report/superfast-broadband-for-scotland-further-progress-update
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